dinamico

COLOURS
AND MODELS

Living life

Dinamico™ is available in five Behind-the-ear
(BTE) models and three In-the-ear (ITE) models.
They also come in a wide range of stylish colours to suit all tastes. You can choose between
seven different colours for the BTE models and
three for the ITE models.

At Coselgi we believe that living life to the full is
essential for all of us.
That’s why we are committed to improving the
lives of hearing aid users by providing them with
ideal solutions at competitive prices.

www.coselgi.com

BTE models
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Titan Midnight Capp. Summer
Grey
Black Brown Gold

ITE models
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MORE SOUND
THAN EVER

DEX CONNECTIVITY SOLUTIONS
AND REMOTE CONTROLS

Are you ready to hear life’s nuances? How
about leaves crunching under your boots,
birds singing in the morning, or the whispers
of children?

More Connectivity
In the modern world, sound does not just come
from nature. Mobile phones, tablets, televisions
and stereos are vital to our sound environments.

If you want to experience all the sound that
life has to offer, then the Dinamico™ hearing
aid is for you.

Do not miss out. Our DEX™ connectivity solutions pair seamlessly with Dinamico™ to let you
easily access music, phone calls, TV and more.
You can also use them as a remote control for
your hearing aids.

More Sound
Dinamico™ is designed to let you hear rich
and detailed sound in all listening environments. Whether you are sitting at home
drinking your morning coffee or having dinner
in a noisy restaurant, Dinamico™ lets you hear
clearly without distortion.

More Choice
There’s a Dinamico™ hearing aid to suit all
types of hearing loss. Talk to your hearing aid
professional to find just which model is the right
choice for you.

COM-DEX
Stream high-quality sound from most mobile phones
to your hearing aids (can also be combined with the
COM-DEX app for convenience)

COM-DEX Remote Mic
Hear conversations in detail in one-on-one situations

CALL-DEX
A simple and discreet way to stream conversations
from your mobile phone

More Speech
Have you ever struggled to hear what people
are trying to say when in a crowd? This is
familiar territory for people with hearing loss,
and Dinamico™ can help.

UNI-DEX

It reduces noise and improves the sound of
speech, so you can hear crisply and clearly
without discomfort.

Control your hearing aids with this compact, stylish
remote

Talk on your mobile completely hands-free

RC-DEX

TV-DEX
Enjoy TV in high-fi stereo sound

PHONE-DEX*
Stream crystal-clear sound from your landline phone
to your hearing aids

*Available in EU and North America only

